
Sunday 13th March 2016 

Waltham Sunday League Intermediate Cup Semi-Final at the Edmonton Sports & Social Club (Pitch 2) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.30.a.m. 
 

Result: EDMONTON ROVERS ..............2 CHESHUNT TOWN .................... 4 Half-Time: 0-0 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-2) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Grant BAKER   

14 RB/CF80 Lexton HARRISON   

17 CH Ivan BASS   

5 CH Alan BARNARD   

3 LB Gavin MARDELL   

18 RM Martin CRUICKSHANK OFF 58  

19 CM Tyronne PETRIE (Captain)   

16 CM Daniel CASCOE  89 Mins. 

10 LM Leon McKENZIE-McKAY   

15 CF Jack BANGS OFF 87 60 Mins. 

7 CF Tem ADIL OFF 82  

SUBSTITUTES 

11 RM Daniel DALEY ON 58  

2 RB Terry MOORE ON 82  

4 CF Stephen ROUSSETY ON 87  

OWN GOALS Scored For Us: 
 

JOINT-MANAGERS: Terry Moore & Eric Ibekwem CLUB LINESMAN: Not Required by Referee (No opposition Linesman) 

ATTENDANCE: 10 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes, A.Ikramullah 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): 8 OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): TBA 

REFEREE: Gary Herbert REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): CONFIDENTIAL 

BOOKINGS: Damien Evans (Cheshunt Town...Foul...40 Mins.), Ivan Bass (Foul (Pen.)...46 Mins.)  

SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Sunny with cold wind down pitch. (Against us Second Half) 

STATE OF PITCH: Soft & muddy, but flat with grass cut. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (4 Players)  Eric Ibekwem (Injured), Hal Ozkan (Ineligible), Anees Ikramullah (Ineligible),  

Chris Akinrele (Marathon Training)  Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: None 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-4-2):  1. Taylor Stubley (GK); 17. Damien Evans (RB), 8. Alex Dutton (CH...Captain),  

6. Ross Pratchett (CH), 11. Bill Rook (LB); -. Jonathan Wright (RM), -. Danny Starkey (CM), 14. Alex Connolly (CM),  

-. Quaid Lawrence (LM); 9. James Emmons (CF), 10. Jordan Stubley (CF) Subs.:  None 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  J.Stubley (46 (Pen.), 87 Mins.), Starkey (52 Mins. (Pen.)), Emmons (85 Mins.) 
 

MATCH REPORT 

With the League Intermediate Cup this season being our only chance of winning a trophy before at least four of our players retire due to 'old 

age', we were able to field a strong side for this Semi-Final with most of our players turning up earlier than normal to ensure that we had a 

decent warm-up and actually kicked-off dead on 10.30 for a change. The injured Eric Ibekwem joined Terry Moore as Co-Manager and they 

decided to be positive again with a 4-4-2 formation to match what Cheshunt Town were doing, and that saw a goal-less First Half in which 

both sides had the occasional chance, but it was generally the sort of close game you would expect for a Semi-Final. That all changed just 13 

seconds !!! into the Second Half though when Ivan Bass allowed Town forward James Emmons to get goalside of him and then decided to haul 

him down with a grab of the shoulder even though Grant Baker had come quickly off his line to block any attempted shot. It was a really silly 

penalty which Taylor Stubley then easily converted to put his side 1-0 up, but it then got worse just seven minutes later when Leon 

McKenzie-McKay needlessly tripped Danny Starkey from behind despite Lexton Harrison having covered Starkey's run into the area. Starkey 

then converted that second spot kick himself to make it 2-0 and with us not really having created much in attack so far, it already looked as 

if it was 'game over' for us. However, we then scored a quality goal to make it 2-1 in the 60th minute when Jack Bangs fired in from close 

range after a slick four-man move in which Leon redeemed himself by supplying a perfect low cross, but after a long spell where both sides 

continued to have chances in what was still a very even game in terms of possession and ability, we shot ourselves in the foot once again in 

the 85th minute when defender Gavin Mardell was easily 'rolled' by James Emmons, who ran through to make it 3-1 to Cheshunt Town by 

beating Grant Baker with a cool finish in a one-on-one. Not surprisingly our heads went down after that while the furious Baker's head nearly 

exploded with rage at what he had seen in front of him, especially when Jordan Stubley easily made it 4-1 in the 87th minute after Town's 

forwards had toyed with our 'knackered' and ageing defenders. We then had both Baker and forward Jack Bangs immediately walking off the 

pitch wanting to be replaced by our one remaining substitute, goalkeeper Steve Roussety, but Baker had to remain in goal as Roussety played 

the last three minutes plus 'added on time' up front wearing lurid yellow shorts and socks...in contrast to the green & black kit the rest of 

our players were wearing. Not that anyone made any difference for the consolation goal we scored in the 89th minute to make it a more 

respectable 4-2, as that was all down to Daniel Cascoe, who hit a spectacular outside of the foot shot from 25 yards which swerved into the 

top corner, giving Town keeper Taylor Stubley no chance. Unfortunately, Cheshunt Town didn't need to score any goals like that in order to 

reach the Final. We just gifted them four on a plate. 

                                                                                                                                                                                   LAURENCE HUGHES 


